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1. Introduction. In 1955 G. Darbo [6] defined the measure of 
noncompactness, y(A), of a bounded subset A of a metric space 
(X, d):y{A)=ini{d>0\A can be covered by a finite number of sets 
of diameter less than or equal to d}. If (X, d) is a complete metric 
space, Darbo shows that for any decreasing sequence of closed, non
empty sets An with y(An) approaching 0, flnèi An is compact and 
nonempty. If X is a Banach space, Darbo also demonstrates the 
crucial properties y(A+B)^y(A)+y(B) and 7(convex closure A) 
=y{A). 

If G is a subset of the metric space X\ and ƒ is a continuous map 
from G to a metric space X2, Darbo calls ƒ a ^-set-contraction if 
y2(f(A))^kyi(A) for A bounded and AQG. It is easy to show that 
jfe-set-contractions with k < 1 are closed under composition and convex 
sums. Darbo proves that if G is a closed, bounded convex subset of a 
Banach space X and/ : G—>G is a fe-set-con traction, k<l, then ƒ has 
a fixed point. 

An important example of a è-set-contraction, k < 1, is a map of the 
form U+C, U a strict contraction (i.e. || Ux— Uy\\ ^k\\x—y\\, k<l) 
and C a compact map, both defined on a subset G of a Banach space 
X. F. E. Browder and the author [5] have recently defined (as a 
special case) a degree theory for mappings of the form ƒ— £/— C, so 
it is natural to ask if one can obtain a degree theory for mappings of 
the form ƒ—ƒ, f a ^-set-contraction, k<l. In fact we will define a 
fixed point index for &-set-contractions on certain nice ANR's, and 
we will give direct generalizations of all properties of the classical 
fixed point index. 

In another direction let I b e a bounded, complete metric space 
and/ : X—>X a ^-set-contraction, k<l. Using Darbo's results we can 
prove that cl(nn2:i/

nCX')) is nonempty and compact. In general 
Browder [3] has suggestively called such maps asymptotically com
pact and has proved fixed point theorems about them. Such theorems 
have proved useful in studying ordinary differential equations. We 
generalize Browder's chief result to the context of ^-set-contractions. 

2. The fixed point index for fc-set-contractions. Let us begin by 
recalling the basic properties of the classical fixed point index. Let X 
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be a compact, metric absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) and G 
an open subset of X. Let ƒ : G—>X be a continuous function and as
sume the fixed point set of ƒ in G is compact (it may be empty). Then 
we can define an integer ix(f, G) which has the following properties 
(all spaces here are compact, metric ANR's) : 

(a) Let / denote the closed unit interval [0, 1 ] and let Q be an open 
subset of XXI. Let F: Q—>X be a continuous map and assume that 
{(x, t)\ F(Xy t) =x] is a compact subset of 0. Let Î2t = {x\ (x, /)£&} 
and Ft = F(-, t). Then we have ix(F0, Q0) = ix(Fi, Bi) (the homotopy 
property). 

(b) Let ƒ : G—*X be a continuous function and assume that S 
— {*!/(*)==*} is a compact subset of G. Let G\ and G2 be disjoint 
open subsets of G such that SCGiUG2. Then we obtain ix(f, G) 
-ixift Gi) +ix(f, G2) (the additivity property). 

(c) Let / : X—>X be a continuous function and let A(f) denote the 
Lefschetz number of/. Then we have ix(f, X) =A(f) (the normaliza
tion property). 

(d) Let X\ and X2 be compact, metric ANR's, G\ and G2 open sub
sets of Xi and X2 respectively. Suppose/i: Gi~+X% and/2: Gj— ŜTi, so 
that/j/i:/r1(G2)->X1 and/i/2: fel(Gi)-+X%. Assume that 

S i - {«e/T'CGOl Wi)(*)-*} 
is compact. Then 52= {xE/T^Gi)! (/i/2)(aO=#} is compact and 
iztftfufT^Gi)) =^x,(/i/2, f2 (Gi)) (the commutativity property). 

The four properties listed here are slight variants of the usual 
properties proved in the literature for the fixed point index. They 
can be proved without too much difficulty. 

Let us introduce some notation. Let X be a closed subset of a 
Banach space B. We shall say ZÇîF if we can write X = U"_j d, where 
Ci are closed, convex sets in B. The metric on X will always be that 
which it inherits from B. Actually, the following results hold if we 
only know that X is a locally finite union of closed, convex sets, i.e. 
X = Ua<zA Ca and every xÇ^X has a neighborhood Nx such that 
NxC\Ca = 0 except for finitely many a. 

Let G be a subset of a Banach space B and ƒ : G—>B a continuous 
map. Let us write Kt(f, G) =cocl/(G), Kn(f, G) =coclƒXGnKn^(f, G)), 
and Kao(f, G) =0**1 -RTW(/, G); cocl denotes convex closure. It is easy 
to see tha t / : Gr\K„(f, G)-*K„{f, G) and K„(f% G) is closed and con
vex. If G is bounded and/: G—>X is a &-set-contraction, & < 1, Darbo's 
results also imply that Kw(f, G) is compact. 

Suppose that X £ ff, G is an open subset of X and ƒ: G—>-X* is a 
continuous map. Assume that 5 = (#£G|/(#) =#} is compact. Fi-
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nally, assume that ƒ is a local strict-set-contraction. By this we mean 
that every point x&G has a neighborhood Nx such that for D(ZNXf 

y(f(D))^ksy(D)t kz<l. Using these assumptions, we can find a 
bounded open neighborhood G\ of S such that ƒ : Gr~+X is a &-set-
contraction, k<l. Let us write X» = iC00(ƒ, Gi)r^X; 2£* is a compact, 
metric ANR, GiC\KZ is an open subset of KZ, and ƒ: GiHiC* —•ÜTÜI 
is a continuous function satisfying the necessary condition, so 
***(ƒ, GiHlCi) is defined. We define **(ƒ, G) = ***(ƒ, Gxr\KZ). All the 
usual properties carry through to this setting. 

(a) ixifi G) does not depend on the particular G\ chosen. Further, 
if X is a compact metric ANR, ix(f, G) (the usual definition) equals 
«*fc(f, d n * ! ) . 

(b) Let / = [0, 1 ] and let Q be an open subset of XXIt XÇzïï. Let 
F: Q.-+X be a continuous map and assume that {(x, J)| F(xt t) =x} is 
compact. Assume that F is a local strict-set-contraction in the follow
ing sense: Given (#o, /o)G2» we can find an open neighborhood 
iV(z0.«o)CQ of (so, to) such that for DQ.X, y(F(NiZQttQ)r\(DXI))) 
â>k(Xo,t0)y(D), £(*0,«0)<1. Then ix(Fu Qt) is defined for / £ / and 
ix(F0, ào)—ix(Fit Qi) (the homotopy property). 

If Î2 is of the form GXIt where G is a bounded, open set, and F is 
defined on cl(G)X/, then if F(x, t)?*x for xEdG and y(F(AXI)) 
Sky(A), k<l, for ^4Ccl(G), the conditions of the homotopy prop
erty are met. This latter condition is satisfied if each Ft: cl(G)—>X is 
a jfe-set-con traction, k<l, k independent of /, and the map t—>Ft is 
continuous from I to the sup topology for bounded, continuous 
functions on G. 

(c) Let G be an open subset of a space J 6 ( F and le t / : G—*X be a 
local strict-set-contraction. Assume 5 = {xÇzG\f(x) =x} is compact 
and SCG1UG2, where Gi and G2 are disjoint open subsets of G. Then 
we have ix(f, G)=ix(f, Gi)+ix(f, G2) (the additivity property). 

(d) Assume Z G ^ and let ƒ : X—>X be a ^-set-contraction, k<\. 
Suppose that fn(X) is bounded for some n. Then ix(f, X) and Agen(f) 
are defined and ix(f, X) =Agen(/), where AgBn(f) denotes the general
ized Lefschetz number defined by Leray in [8] (the normalization 
property). 

(e) Let Gi and G2 be open subsets of spaces Xx and X2, Xi<E$- Let 
f\' Gi—>X2 and ƒ2: G2—>Xi be, respectively, k\- and £2-set-contractions, 
* i fe< l . I f / i is a O-set-contraction, we only need to assume/2 is con
tinuous. Let 5 i = {xÇz.fîl(Gi)\ (/k/i)(*)=*} and assume that Si is 
compact. It follows then that 62= {^GjÇ"x(Gi)| (/i/2)(#)=#} is com
pact and ixifftfu fî1(G2))=ixi(fifa, /^(Gi)) (the commutativity 
property). 
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The above properties can be derived from the corresponding results 
for the classical fixed point index with the aid of the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1. Let A =U?.! Ci be a finite union of compact, convex sets d 
in a Banach space X. Let B = U?„i Di be another finite union of compact, 
convex sets with COD» l^i^n. Let 0 be an open subset of A and ƒ: 
cl(0)~>A a continuous map such thatf(x)^xfor #£cl(0)—0. Assume 
that f : QC\B->B and that BDK„(f, 0)C\A. Then iA(f, 0) =**(ƒ, 0H£). 

Lemma 1, in turn, is proved with the aid of a purely geometrical 
result which may have some independent interest. 

LEMMA 2. Let An = U£,i C£, where m is independent of n, Ci is a com-
pact, convex set in a Banach space Xt and C£DC£+i, l^i^m. Let 
4̂oo = rin£i An. Then given 5>0, A*QAn is a deformation retract of An 

for n^n(d) and the deformation retraction Hn: AnXI—*An can be chosen 
so that \\Hn(x, t)-x\\ <8for (x, t)EAnXL 

3. Degree theory for fc-set-contractions in Banach space. Let G be 
a bounded open subset of a Banach space X, I the identity on X, and 
ƒ: cl(G)—*X a è-set-contraction, k<l. Assume that (I—f)(x)9éa for 
xÇEdG. Then we define deg(I—ƒ, G, a)=ix(f+a, G). As one might 
suspect, when ƒ = U+C, U a strict contraction, C compact, this defi
nition agrees with that given by Browder and Nussbaum [S]. 

As a trivial application of the above apparatus, we find the follow
ing simple refinement of Darbo's theorem. 

THEOREM. Let G be a bounded, closed, convex set with nonempty 
interior. Assume f (dG) QG. Then f has a fixed point. 

Since Leray has proved an invariance of domain theorem for map
pings of the form I-C, C compact, one might also hope for such a 
theorem for maps of the form ƒ —ƒ, ƒ a local strict-set-contraction. 
This turns out to be true. 

THEOREM (INVARIANCE OF DOMAIN). Let G be an open subset of a 
Banach space X and ƒ a local strict-set-contraction, ƒ: G—>X. Assume 
(!•—ƒ) is one to one. Then (I—f)(G) is open. 

The principal lemma for proving the above theorem is the following 
result. For the case that / is a compact map, this is a classical theorem. 

THEOREM. Let Bbea closed ball about the origin in a Banach space X 
andf: B—*X a k-set-contraction, k<l. Assume thatf(x)?*xfor x(EdB 
and that f (—x) = —f(x)for x£.dB. Then we have deg(I—f, int B, 0) ?*0. 

We also obtain results in other directions. If X is a uniformly con-
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vex Banach space, G a closed, bounded, convex subset of X, and 
ƒ: G—>X continuous, say that ƒ satisfies condition CC if for any xÇzG 
and €>0 we can find a weak neighborhood Nz of x in G such that for 
u, vÇzNxy ||/(w)—/(f)|| ^| |w—v||+€. As an example, let F be a non-
expansive map, C a completely continuous map, both defined on G. 
Let U be a nonexpansive map defined on (V+C)(G). Then U(V+C) 
satisfies condition CC. If/satisfies condition CC, ƒ is a 1-set-contrac
tion. 

THEOREM. Letf, G, and X be as above. Assume/: G-^G (or f: dG—>G 
if G has nonempty interior). Then f has a fixed point. 

This is a generalization of some results of Browder [4] and Kirk [7]. 

4. Asymptotic fixed point theorems for /^-set-contractions. In a 
recent article [3 ], Browder has proved a slight variant of the following 
theorem. 

BROWDER'S THEOREM. Let X be a metrizable, locally completely 
metrizable ANR. Letf: X-*X be a continuous map. We make the follow
ing assumptions about f : 

(a) f)n*i fn(X) is nonempty and has compact closure in X. 
(b) ƒ is locally compact. 
(c) cl(nn i i f

n(X)) is homologically trivial in some compact set KQX, 
while for z£X, U^o f'(z) has compact closure. Then f has a fixed point. 

We prove the following result, which can be shown (with some 
effort) actually to include Browder's theorem. 

THEOREM. Let G be an open subset of a space -X"£$F. Let ƒ : G—*G be a 
continuous map. We make the following assumptions about f : 

(a) fln;>i fn(G) is nonempty and has compact closure in G. 
(b) ƒ is a local strict-set-contraction. 
(c) There is a compact set iOcl(n«fci fn(G)) such that cl(nn i i fn(G)) 

is homologically trivial in K and such that \in^fn(K) has compact 
closure in G. Then we find ix(f, G) is defined and nonzero. In particular, 
f has a fixed point. 

The fact that ix(f, G)?*0 is interesting methodologically, for it 
suggests that the proofs of asymptotic fixed point theorems are meth
ods of proving a generalized fixed point index is not zero. 

As corollaries of the above theorem we can obtain simpler but more 
elegant results. 

THEOREM. Let X£$F andf: X—>X be a k-set-contraction, k<l. As
sume thatfn(X) is bounded for some n. It follows thai r)n*ifH(X) is non-
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empty and has compact closure C*. Assume that C* is homologically 
trivial in some compact set KZ)C*. Then ix(f, X)^0 and f has a fixed 
point. 

THEOREM. Let X be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space B. Let 
f: X-+X be a k-set-contraction, k<l. Assume thatfn(X) is bounded f or 
some n. Then ix(f, X) 5^0, and f has a fixed point. 

This last theorem is a direct generalization of one of the earliest 
asymptotic fixed point theorems [2]: Let X be a Banach space and 
C: X—>X a continuous map which is compact on bounded sets. As
sume that Cn(X) is bounded. Then C has a fixed point. 
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